Whether short-term learning of new words can induce rapid changes in cortical areas involved in 19 distributed neural representation of the lexicon is a hotly debated topic. To answer this question, 20 we examined magnetoencephalographic phase-locked responses elicited in the cerebral cortex by 21 passive presentation of eight novel pseudowords before and immediately after an operant 22 conditioning task. This procedure forced participants to perform an active search for unique 23 meaning of four word-forms that referred to movements of their own body parts. While 24 familiarization with novel word-forms led to bilateral repetition suppression of cortical responses 25 to all eight pseudowords, these reduced responses became more selectively tuned towards newly 26 learned action words in the left hemisphere. Our results suggest that stimulus repetition and active 27 learning of semantic association have separable effects on cortical activity. They also evidence 28 rapid plastic changes in cortical representations of meaningful auditory word-forms after active 29 learning. 30 Keywords 31 associative learning, word semantics, MEG, repetition suppression, cortical plasticity, 32 familiarization.
Introduction 34
Words are distinct, meaningful elements of any human language. Recognition of spoken 35 words requires the brain to have invariant Gestalt-like phonological representations of complex
Results

151
During the experiment, participants were presented with eight pseudowords (Table 1; 152 Figure 1 ). The active task performed by participants was to learn specific associations between 153 action pseudowords (APW) and motor actions by their hands and feet, while refraining from any 154 responses to non-action pseudowords (NPW ; Table 1 ). MEG was recorded during 'Passive 155 block 1', which preceded word-form learning, and during 'Passive block 2', which followed 156 learning ( Figure 1B) . participants learned associations between pseudowords and motor actions. 172 First, we examined possible general neural mechanisms related to deep familiarization with 173 pseudoword word-forms regardless of whether they were selectively associated with a referential 174 action. We hypothesized that there is a common time window, during which changes in brain 175 activity caused by word-form familiarization can be observed both for pseudowords that acquire a 176 Cortical plasticity induced by active learning of novel words 9 unique association with a specific movement (APW) and for those that do not (NPW) . We expected 177 to see these changes reflected in the phase-locked cortical responses starting 100-200 ms after 178 pseudo-word onset in the perisylvian speech areas, which are thought to be engaged in the 179 phonological processing of an auditory word (DeWitt & Rauschecker, 2012) . Secondly, we 180 explored the cortical plasticity signature in the semantic brain network. To this end, we anticipated 181 finding modulation of cortical activity by learning at a later time (300-500 ms) in the higher-tier 182 speech areas in the temporal and frontal cortices that mediate semantic analysis of word-forms 183 (Kutas & Federmeier, 2011) . Critical for our hypothesis, we predicted that the latter "semantic" 184 modulation would be observed selectively for the meaning-related pseudowords (APW) and would 185 be absent for the well-familiarized but meaningless word-forms (NPW) . In contrast to the previous 186 EEG/MEG "fast mapping" studies, we did not focus our analysis on the pre-specified cortical 187 regions or the time intervals of cortical responses, and we employed an unbiased data-driven search 188 (with correction for multiple comparisons) to reveal when and where in the cortex learning of 189 novel word-forms and/or acquiring their semantics would induce neural activity changes.
190
Behavioral performance 191 All participants were successful with the task: average accuracy during the active 192 performance block was 95.2 ± 5.8% (mean [M] ± standard deviation [SD], APW and NPW trials 193 pooled together). Average d' was 5.4 ± 1.1 (M ± SD). The total number of errors committed by 194 participants during the active performance block was between 0 and 21 out of 320 trials.
195
Familiarization effects (sensor-level analysis)
196 Figure 2A shows the root mean square (RMS) waveforms, calculated across gradiometers 197 within left-and right-hemispheric regions of interest (ROIs), for passive presentation of APW and 198 NPW in "before learning" and "after learning" conditions. These data illustrate the time courses (thin red and blue lines) and after learning (thicker red and blue lines). sensitive effects were similar for APW and NPW ( Figure 2B ). Considering the lack of an a priori 236 hypothesis regarding these early effects and their rather weak statistical reliability, we did not 237 proceed with their further analysis.
238
Our hypothesis was focused on repetition effects at later latencies that were related to the 239 time when different auditory pseudowords started to be discriminable from each other as coherent from -20 ms to 550 ms in the right ROI. As seen in Figure 2A , the time intervals of significant 246 suppression for APW and NPW calculated separately substantially overlapped. 12 Topographical maps ( Figure 2B ) demonstrated that this prolonged effect started 248 approximately 100 ms before the UP, reached its maximum 200 ms after the UP, and continued 249 during the subsequent 300 ms (while gradually fading). Thus, the second passive presentation of 250 the same word-forms led to a bilateral neural response attenuation to the temporal combination of 251 the successive phonemes for both APW and NPW stimuli. A relatively early onset along the RMS 252 time course suggests that the response attenuation was likely linked to the onset of the third rather 253 than the fourth phoneme during auditory word-form processing.
254
Familiarization effects (source-level analysis) 255 To identify cortical areas that contributed to neural repetition suppression resulting from 256 familiarization with the novel pseudowords, we analyzed the data in the source-space. As 
Semantic learning effects (sensor-level analysis)
280
To unravel the putative effect of association learning, we analyzed the differences in the 281 neural responses between APW and NPW "after leaning" (APW2 -NPW2) versus "before 282 learning" (APW1 -NPW1) during passive blocks ( Figure 4 ). Both RMS signal timecourses 283 ( Figure 4A ) and ERF topographical maps ( Figure 4B ) demonstrated that whereas cortical activity 284 evoked by the two pseudoword types did not differ before learning, the strength of differential 285 neural responses to APW significantly increased after the learning procedure in the left ROI. The responses showed greater selectivity for the APW for the protracted response time 301 interval that started approximately 150 ms after the onset of the fourth phoneme, which 302 distinguished APW from NPW stimuli. TFCE-based permutational statistical analysis of the 303 differential RMS signals produced two statistically significant intervals for the associative learning difference in the neural responses before and after learning did result from learning, we 306 additionally checked for the significance of the APW-NPW difference separately for the two 307 conditions ("before learning" and "after learning") using the same TFCE permutation statistical 308 procedure. Neural responses following APW and NPW trials started to statistically discriminate 309 the two types of pseudowords only after learning (significant from 145 to 615 ms), without any 310 significant differences detected before learning ( Figure 4) . 311 Remarkably, unlike familiarization-related changes in the neural response, the semantic-312 sensitive transformation of cortical activity was bound to the moment in time when the two 313 pseudoword types started to be recognizable by the brain. Given the narrow gap that separates the 314 two temporal clusters, for source-space analysis we joined them and further considered the 150-315 400 ms interval after the UP. uncorrected) were considered further (see Table 2 for the list of the respective clusters). Figure 6 shows the cortical location of the clusters reconstructed at each of the three sequential time frames, 347 as well as their activation timecourses before and after learning. Initially, around 190 ms post-UP, 348 a learning-related selective response to APW emerged in cortical areas surrounding the Sylvian 349 fissure: aSTS, ventral premotor cortex, and the anterior part of intraparietal sulcus and insula. Once 350 it appeared, differential activation in these areas was mostly sustained until response termination.
351
After 250 ms, activation spread to more anterior brain regions, and by 330 ms post-UP it reached 352 the pole of the left temporal lobe and the triangular part of the left IFG extending to its orbital part. at the bottom represent grand-averaged differential response strength for the cortical clusters 366 across time for "before learning" (APW1 -NPW1, gray lines) and "after learning" (APW2 -367 NPW2, green lines) conditions. Shaded areas on timecourses represent standard errors.
Discussion
369
Whether short-term learning of new words can induce rapid changes in cortical areas 370 involved in distributed neural representation of the lexicon is a hotly debated topic in the literature.
371
To answer this question, we examined the MEG phase-locked responses elicited in the cerebral 372 cortex by passive presentation of eight novel pseudowords before and after an operant conditioning 373 task. The task forced the participants to perform an active search for word-form meaning, as four 374 unique word-forms acquired meaning that referred to movements of participants' own body parts 375 (in a way similar to real action words) and the other four word-forms remained "empty lexical were observed during passive presentations of the pseudowords that followed successful learning 389 (greater than 90% accuracy) and repetitive performance of actions implied by the meaning of the 390 newly learned words.
391
Our finding of a strong and highly reliable repetition suppression effect in the phase-locked 392 response to repeated passive presentation of pseudowords in both categories stands in stark 393 contrast to the previously reported EEG/MEG findings, according to which repetition suppression 394 was characteristic for real words, while for pseudowords repetition caused the inverse effect, 395 namely response enhancement (Kimppa et al., 2015; Shtyrov, 2011; Shtyrov et al., 2010) . Notably, 396 the repetition suppression effect in our data remained significant even we investigated exactly the phase-locked ERF components elicited by auditory word onset well before the UP (Figure 2) , a 425 long-lasting and highly reliable attenuation of phase-locked activity occurred approximately 300 426 ms after stimulus onset, when the word-form began to be discriminable from each other. In fact, the onset of this reduction started even 100 ms earlier than UP, probably as a response to the 428 appearance of the third phoneme in the word-form, which, unlike the UP, was not sufficient to 429 distinguish all eight pseudowords, but rather allowed identification of the difference between 430 APW-NPW pairs (see Methods for details).
431
The above considerations suggest that our findings of the strong suppression of neural 432 responses to novel acoustic word-forms, which started to be very familiar through the experimental 433 procedure, most probably reflect a mechanism of familiarization memory. This mechanism is one 434 of the components of the recognition memory system that is responsible for judging the prior sharpening of neural representations did occur for APW, we would expect that after operant 470 conditioning, the cortical brain responses to APW would relatively increase compared with NPW.
471
This finding is exactly what we observed while contrasting APW-NPW differences before and 472 after learning ( Figure 6) . 473 Indeed, the only factor that affected the auditory perception of APW and NPW stimuli 474 during the second passive presentation was their unique relatedness to a specific motor action in 475 the prior active blocks. Acoustical features across APW-NPW pairs were well counter-balanced 476 across the eight pseudowords (see Methods), and neural responses to pseudowords of both types 477 did not differ before learning (Figures 5 and 6) . Additionally, our findings cannot be explained by 478 differences in selective attention to or in familiarization with APW-NPW pairs during learning.
479
The learning procedure itself did not introduce any bias toward APW word-forms, as it required 480 the subject to attentively discriminate between both stimulus types, which were repeated the same 481 number of times and interleaved into pseudorandom sequences. Even with respect to action-482 relatedness, both types of pseudowords required a similar level of perceptual decision-making 483 activity, because a subject had to either commit a motor response to the APW stimuli or refrain 484 from it for NPW ones. Despite having behavioral relevance, NPW word-forms lacked unique 485 referential meaning to a specific event, a core property of lexical items in human language. Thus, our results on experiential modification of human cortical responses to neutral auditory stimuli 487 through an operant conditioning association procedure bears a striking resemblance to that 488 described in single-cell recordings in monkey auditory cortex (Blake et al., 2006; Kato et al., 2015) .
489
These data may be considered as some of the first convincing evidence of rapid cortical plasticity 490 in human neocortex.
491
Notably, unlike the early emergence of repetition suppression in the magnetic response Our interpretation is generally in line with the previous MMN results of Hawkins and 506 colleagues, who described an increased MMN wave peak at 140 ms after the word UP in response 507 to auditory pseudowords that acquired association with visual images (Hawkins, Astle, & Rastle, 508 2015). However, in our case, enhanced neural response to APW spanned 140 ms after the first 509 meaningful phoneme and onwards, which clearly occurred later than the MMN wave. We 510 speculate that rather than reflecting a rapidly detected phonological difference in the fourth 511 phonemes between APW and NPW, the differential response to APW points to enhanced activity 512 of neuronal circuitry that mediates sensitivity for the temporal sequence of the phonemes that 513 corresponded to the coherent APW word-forms. There is ample evidence in the literature on the 514 existence of higher-level auditory neurons that contain the combinatorial code for the whole 515 auditory word-form and operate approximately 150-250 ms after the moment when a word-form 516 Cortical plasticity induced by active learning of novel words 24 becomes identifiable (Brink, Brown, & Hagoort, 2001; DeWitt & Rauschecker, 2012) . In addition 517 to later timing compared with the MMN, the APW differential response localization to the anterior 518 superior temporal gyrus/superior temporal sulcus is compatible with its putative origin from word-form.
532
The aSTS-centered cortical network, which is thought to contain lexical representations of 533 real-word word-forms, does not store semantic information itself, but rather it interfaces with the 534 semantic network that is widely distributed across the brain (DeWitt & Rauschecker, 2012) . The from the higher order areas. From this view, we assume that while the early differential activity in 562 the perisylvian areas appears to be stimulus-driven, the later activity there presumably depends on 563 top-down signaling from higher-order speech cortical areas involved in semantic retrieval.
564
In summary, we would argue that according to criteria proposed by Davis & Gaskell 565 (2009), and briefly reviewed here in the introduction, our data evidence that cortical 566 representations of both phonology and semantics of previously unfamiliar words may be formed 567 following 1-2 hours of active associative learning. This conclusion raises the question as to why a 568 rapid cortical activity modulation by a newly learned word would be found in our MEG study,
569
while the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) response of cortical areas consistently remain 570 largely unaffected during the hours after associative learning (Davis & Gaskell, 2009 Another explanation, which is not necessarily mutually exclusive with the first one, focuses 582 on the difference in the associative learning procedure between our study and the previous fMRI and 182 ± 21 for APW and NPW stimuli, respectively, before learning, and 181 ± 21 and 182 ± 732 20 for the same stimuli after learning.
733
The baseline correction was computed using the interval from the -210 ms to 0 ms before 734 the stimulus onset (i.e., -610 --410 ms relative to the UP).
735
Data analysis 736
Analyses were performed in two steps. First, in search for the general familiarization effect 737 for the novel word-forms, the phase-locked cortical responses to APW and NPW were compared 738 between "before learning" and "after learning" conditions.
739
Secondly, we aimed to identify a putative effect of pseudoword associative learning on 740 neural activity elicited by pseudowords that acquired referential meaning. To this end, we analyzed the APW-NPW difference in phase-locked responses before and after learning. We expected that 742 while cortical responses to APW and NPW would not differ before learning, the differential 743 response to APW would emerge after learning as a result of fine-tuning of cortical representations 744 toward the respective auditory word-forms.
745
At each step, we analyzed MEG data both at the sensor-and the source-level in order to 746 pinpoint the anticipated effects both in terms of their timing and involved cortical regions. applied in order to smooth the RMS signals before statistical analyses; this procedure was done in 767 order to reduce the signal-to-noise ratio.
Source-level analysis 769
Individual structural MRIs were used to construct single-layer boundary-element models 770 of cortical gray matter with a watershed segmentation algorithm (FreeSurfer 4.3 software;
771
Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Charlestown, MA, USA)
772
The cortical sources of the magnetic-evoked responses were reconstructed using 773 distributed source modeling. Source estimation was performed using unsigned cortical surface-774 constrained L2-norm-based minimum norm estimation implemented in the MNE software suite.
775
A grid spacing of 5 mm was used for dipole placement, which yielded 10,242 vertices per 776 hemisphere. The 'orientation constraint parameter,' which determines the extent to which dipoles 777 may deviate from the orthogonal orientation in relation to the cortical surface, was set to 0.4. Depth
778
weighting with the order of 0.8 and the limit of 10 was applied.
779
For source space analyses, the MEG recording was downsampled to 200 samples per 780 second; each new sample was calculated as an average of five adjacent timepoints for each channel 781 independently. Time window before stimulus onset (from -610 to -410 ms) was used as a baseline.
782
Familiarization effects (sensor-level analysis) 783 In order to reveal the time interval during which the familiarization effect was significant 784 for both types of pseudowords, we collapsed the data across APW and NPW trials. Then, the RMS 785 signals were separately contrasted for "after learning" versus "before learning" conditions for each 786 hemispheric ROI. A paired two-tailed t-test was applied at each time point of the data within -410 787 to 1000 ms relative to the UP. In order to enhance statistical power and provide correction for 788 multiple comparisons, we applied the TFCE method; this approach takes into account both data 789 point statistical intensity and its neighborhood via computing a "supporting area" for each data 790 point (Mensen & Khatami, 2013) . The permutation procedure involved 1,000 repetitions on 791 surrogate data, which were generated from real data by swapping the two conditions for the entire 792 time window in random subsets of participants. The significance level was set at p < 0.05 793 (corrected). Then, we repeated the same analysis separately for action pseudowords (APW2 versus 794 APW1) and non-action pseudowords (NPW2 versus NPW1).
For illustrative purposes, the differential (after learning minus before learning) topographic 796 maps for ERFs elicited by APW and NPW stimuli separately were plotted in 100 ms steps (data 797 averaged across 35 ms for each plot).
798
Additionally, although not the main purpose of the current study, we analyzed early 799 transient familiarization effects bound to the stimulus onset that, although prominent, did not 800 survive the TFCE correction procedure. For this purpose, all trials were pooled, we averaged over 801 timepoints within the 35-ms intervals centered on M100 and M200 peaks, and applied a paired 802 two-tailed t-test (for each hemisphere separately).
803
Familiarization effects (source-level analysis)
804
Cortical sources that exhibited the familiarization effect were reconstructed for time 805 windows during which the effect was significant at the sensor level in the left and right ROIs (see 806 above). The source-space data for APW and NPW types were collapsed and averaged over these 807 time intervals. We compared "before learning" and "after learning" conditions using vertex-wise 808 t-test with FDR correction performed for two hemispheres (20,484 vertices).
809
Next, for the sake of comparison with the previous passive word learning studies, two 810 successive intervals were chosen within the obtained time window. The earlier interval (50-150 811 ms after UP) exactly matched the one previously reported to demonstrate the ultra-rapid effects of 812 word learning and discrimination (Kimppa et al., 2015; Macgregor et al., 2012; Shtyrov, 2011; 813 Shtyrov et al., 2010) . The later interval (150-400 ms) covered the timing of the significant 814 semantic learning effect (see below).
815
Within each time window, the source-space data for APW and NPW types were pooled 816 together and averaged over time intervals of interest (50-150 and 150-400 ms after UP). After 817 splitting the two time windows should be considered as exploratory, so the "before" and "after" 818 learning conditions were compared using vertex-wise t-test with FDR correction performed for 819 two hemispheres (20,484 vertices). 821 We sought to identify the semantic learning effect by analyzing the contrast between 822 cortical responses to APW and NPW types before and after learning.
Semantic learning effects (sensor-level analysis)
823
First, the statistical analyses were performed for the contrast "APW1-NPW1" versus
